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FOREWORD TO LAWRENCE BAINES’ 
PROJECT-BASED WRITING IN SCIENCE

BY DR. MICHAEL L. BENTLEY

“If you cannot – in the long run – tell someone what you have been doing, your 
doing has been worthless.” - Nobel Laureate Edwin Schrodinger (1951)

As a science teacher or teacher educator, you will find this a very engaging book. 
The first thing that came to my mind when I read it was how I would use it in my 
courses in elementary and secondary science teaching methods. In fact, I used a 
few things from the book right away, sharing with my students Chapter One’s of 
eight essential science websites, as well as the possible writing assignments that 
were itemized and the “Listener Out-of-Class” worksheet. The latter accompanies 
Lawrence Baines’ suggestion about the value of students sharing their work with 
people other than their teachers. After the student reads to him or her, that selected 
listener, or “LOC,” writes down the student’s responses to a few questions about the 
piece, and gives it back to the student to submit as his or her homework assignment. 
Addressing an outside audience lets the student explain one or more science concepts 
to someone else, and thereby develop his or her own understanding. In addition, the 
child’s teacher escapes some of the dreaded chore of grading and gets valuable free 
help in providing formative assessment.

For anyone like myself who is regularly engaged in teacher preparation and 
credentialing and professional development courses, this book presents a well-
researched argument for why writing should be emphasized as a key teaching method 
in science education at all levels. In addition to providing a substantial rationale for the 
pedagogy, Baines provides a set of five examples in different science disciplines that 
demonstrate specifically how writing can be used to make instruction more effective 
at the classroom lesson level. Better yet, these lessons represent “best practices” in 
science teaching because they all incorporate inquiry and active learning strategies. 
And certainly the various levels of writing tasks suggested in the sample lessons are 
all “minds-on” strategies.

This is a book that John Dewey would very much appreciate. Dewey is associated 
with the idea that ‘we learn by doing’ but his position perhaps is confused with the 
Chinese saying, ‘I do, and I understand.’ But what Dewey actually wrote was, “Give 
the pupils something to do, not something to learn; and the doing is of such a nature 
as to demand thinking; learning naturally results.” So, what Dewey really means 
is that we learn by thinking. And Lawrence Baines shares with fellow educators a 
number of strategies to get kids to think more deeply (through writing) about the 
science content of the classroom curriculum. Few students will be able to resist being 
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engaged with the real-life scenarios and fascinating science in the sample lessons. 
Most of the lessons could be adapted for classroom use in upper elementary, middle 
and high school, and even college science classes. They are also great examples 
of integrating science and language arts in the classroom curriculum that teacher 
educators like me can use in undergraduate and graduate science methods courses 
and in professional development workshops.

Chapter 1 in this book describes three levels of student writing, a useful 
categorization for making assignments and helpful in assessing student work. The 
“quickwrite” is completed by students in a few minutes and represents a level one 
writing assignment. Baines states, “The purpose of a quickwrite may be to give 
students the opportunity to capture their thoughts at a particular moment in time and 
put them into words. Without the time to reflect, scientific concepts can quickly turn 
into confused notions…” 

The quickwrite exercise helps students focus and reflect on the content but is 
usually not graded. It is also is a way for the teacher to guide student thinking in a 
desired direction. The next level writing assignment, level two, falls between this 
and a research-type paper, or term paper, which represents the level three writing 
assignment. As Baines notes, most writing in the science classroom is to inform or 
persuade a specific audience, and all requires some degree of reflection on the facts 
and concepts of the lesson. The level 3 is the most demanding work and usually a 
more long-term project.

In Chapter 2 Baines shares a number of valuable ways teachers can reduce the 
time normally spent grading papers, tips that most teachers will find especially 
helpful. He describes one teacher who only gives grades of zero or A to students on 
their writing assignments. While this may sound harsh, the teacher has found that 
students have responded well to the challenge and he has few failures. The secret 
strategy is how he enables students to get help from peers and other adults. From 
assessing student writing, a teacher can quickly grasp where comprehension is solid 
and where it breaks down. In this chapter Baines recommends teachers share scoring 
rubrics for assignments with students so that the grading criteria are up front. As 
one who uses rubrics in teaching, I can testify that they are very helpful in both 
guiding students in their work and in later justifying an evaluation to the student and 
to others if necessary, such as instructional supervisors and parents during parent-
teacher conferences. Finally in Chapter 2, Baines discusses the National Assessment 
of Educational Progress and the criteria for evaluating writing used in its prestigious 
national assessments, criteria that can be used by science teachers in assessing 
student writing.

In his earlier book, A teacher’s guide to multisensory learning, Baines (2008) 
wrote about the value of simulations in teaching and learning. In terms of impact, 
he claims that learning through simulations and models is second only to direct, 
physical experience, and I concur. In fact, medical training, pilot training, and 
military training are all dependent upon realistic simulations of what the learner 
will likely encounter in his or her professional practice. In Chapters 3 to 7 Baines 


